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WELCOME TO REDSOX

Dear Redsokz Readers,

We hope you enjoy this edition of Redsokz, it would be an understatement to say that we were
ecstatic to get back to the ICT suit to bring you the annual Redsokz Halloween edition.
The time of scary costumes, unhealthy eating habits and covering our houses in heaps of
Halloween themed decorations to scare trick or treaters is back. Unfortunately, due to covid-19,
we can’t do all the same Halloween traditions that we are used to but, all the same, all of us at the
Redsokz team are here to fill you in on all things Villiers and Halloween related.
In this issue, we will be giving you an insight into some great costume ideas, fantastic books to
read over the midterm, some recommended movies and school news containing lots of interesting
things happening this year. In November, preparations will begin for our Redsokz Christmas edition.
Our Form III and our Form VI students will be taking exams and there will be lots more to report on.
For now, we wish you to stay safe and have a happy Halloween.
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CHANGES IN VILLIERS SCHOOL
Covid-19 has had a big impact in our lives
and big changes in our schools. For many
students they are returning to school but to
a different environment that they left after
months of staying at home.
The school now needs to think of ways that
pupils can socially distance. Different
schools have drawn up their own plan on
how the school is going to work. The
government wants all pupils from all year
groups to return to school full time from the
autumn term and schools across Ireland.

At Villiers School the distance between
tables and chairs in the classroom have
been measured. Social distancing measures
have been prioritized meaning the school
corridors have been made one-way. Each
year group has a designated entrance and
exit to the school.
Cleanliness has been made a priority with
the help of our cleaners placing disinfectant
spray bottles, blue centrefeed tissue paper,
disinfectant wipes, wiping down the area
and hand sanitizers being installed outside
each classroom and dormitory.
When arriving to school, students must
wear their face masks and if arriving on
school bus, they have made the seating
area achievable for socially distancing ,
before entering you use hand sanitizer and
this is the same when returning home from
school.

During the school day it is compulsory to
wear a face covering during the day there are
mask breaks so you do not feel suffocated for
the whole day. There has been a big change
to boarding in the dorms, bunk beds are not
be used for boarding students. The building
frequently referred to as ‘the Maths Block has
been repurposed as an additional Boarding
House for boys. New classrooms are being
installed beside the hockey pitch. For safety
reasons all the water fountains and drinking
taps will be closed. Health and safety posters
have been displayed throughout the school.

There has been a change to the dining hall this
year, with staggered lunchtimes, one-way
systems and new serving methods to reduce
queuing. There has been a reduction to the
number of lockers being used. Lockers have
only been allocated to students in Form V and
VI and to all boarding and day boarding
students. Storage boxes have been provided for
students in Form I, II, III.
For P.E. changing rooms are not in use and
students are to come wearing their P.E. uniform
on the day that they have P.E. scheduled.
Traditionally the school Cafés are busy and
confined spaces, they are no longer taking cash
payments but are working on pre-pay accounts,
students must fill in a sheet on what they want
to order before going to the Café.
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GLOBAL SCHOOLS RECIEVES
SILVER PASSPORT

Global Schools, a lunchtime club run by Mr. White,
recently received its silver diplomatic global passport
from WorldWise Global Schools for their work on
global citizenship education initiatives in Villiers.
However, this is not the first prize the club has been
awarded; the school previously received a bronze
citizen’s passport award due to their continuous hard
work two years ago.

Initiatives they undertook last year include attending
Amnesty International Events, visiting the ecovillage at
Cloughjordan, holding a remembrance day for lost
species exhibition, organising a year-wide climate
change quiz for the first years and making some very
memorable announcements at assembly to raise our
awareness of global issues.
The coronavirus situation and new staggered lunches
has made it difficult for this group to continue meeting
as normal however they are determined to find ways to
continue organising more educational and fun activities
about global citizenship for all the students here at
Villiers.
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VILLIERS SPORTS DURING COVID
Due to the Covid 19 virus there have been many changes throughout the entire
school. There is also changes on the sports fields so that the students and
coaches can continue to exercise and train. This is a huge part of Villiers
School as it is a huge benefit to both physical and mental health.
There have been many changes on our hockey field to ensure that both
coaches and student are in a safe environment while being part of a team. The
teams are split up by each year and are trained at separate parts of the field.
For example, as transition years, on Tuesdays we train on half the pitch from
5-6pm and on Thursdays train from 4-5. We must go in to the pitch through one
gate at the opposite side of the field and exit through another to avoid contact
with other members and teams.
Cones and hockey balls are sanitized before being used to ensure that the
virus doesn’t spread, and people stay safe and healthy. We must not touch or
move the hockey balls or cones with our hands. If needed, coaches will move
them, or the team members will use their stick or foot. So far, there have been
no matches except for playing against our own team in training.
When it comes to rugby, the rugby field is split into four separate sections of
the field. Team members are split into pods to ensure the team members are
social distancing. There are also sanitization stations that allow players to
sanitize their hands and equipment before each session.
We are all adjusting to these changes are so happy that we can do our core
school sports again, even in this confined way.
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INTERNATION STUDENTS
GET SETTLED IN

Two weeks before the school year began, 18
international students from Germany, Spain, and
Estonia arrived and completed a restricted
movement program so that they could safely join
school at the beginning of September.

The international students participated in socially
distanced:
Badminton
Hockey
Workouts
Irish history classes
Test on English
Hurling
English Classes
Journey to Dingle, when quarantine period was completed.

The international students participated in these activities. Every
day they woke up at 8 and had breakfast at 9. Then, they would
go to classes like English, where they talked and said that it
helped with their English. After that, they would participate in
sport! First, they would do a one hour workout and then they
would do sports for 2-3 hours.
On the weekends, they would cook with Gordon and other chefs
where they made pizza, cookies, ice-cream, and Portuguese
pastries.
When interviewed, they said that they enjoyed the activities and
had a lot of fun. The real benefit was they got to know each
other and the school and helped them settle into Villiers.
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HALLOWEEN BOOK REVIEWS
Frankenstein by Mary Shelley:
The old classic, written by Mary Shelley, details the event of a
young scientist discovering how to reanimate dead matter.
Despite contrary belief, the story is written through the eyes
and letters of Dr. Frankenstein and the monster is a kind soul
who turns when humanity judges his character due to his
appearance. A fascinating read with a terrifying message and
written during a time when women were presumed inferior, I
really enjoyed this book!
Bad Girls Don’t Die by Katie Alando:
A book filled with creepy haunted dolls, possession and a
ghost wanting revenge. It all begins when Alexis’ little sister
becomes obsessed with an antique doll. Alexis ignores it until
the house starts changing; doors slam shut, the stove turns
on by itself, an air conditioner that isn’t working blasts out
cold air. Her own sister begins speaking in an old tongue, her
eyes turn green and she forgets things for chunks of time.
Who is this new Kasey? Where has she gone? This book is so
interesting but creepy!
Mary: A Summoning by Hillary Monahan
There is only one safe way to summon her, and Jess is
determined to do it right. Jess’ four friends and herself must
stand in a dark room, with a mirror, candle, salt, and of
course the four teenage girls holding hands around a circle of
salt. And they MUST NEVER LET GO. Jess calls her name, once,
twice, thrice, and bloody Mary appears. Their summoning
circle breaks and she is set free- friendships are torn apart
and nothing will ever be the same between the girls ever
again. Can she stop Mary before it’s too late?
By: Rowan Beddows
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SCARY MOVIES
ALIEN
Directed by Ridley Scott.
Released October 12th 1979 PG-13
Alien basically made the sci-fi horror genre popular and
scary. It is all about an alien that is trapped in a space craft
with humans and starts hunting them down. While the
humans figure out how to kill it while trying to survive. It’s a
great way of showing how scary and dangerous something
can be when you don’t know anything about it or what it can
do.

A QUIET PLACE
Directed by John Krasinski.
Released April 2018 PG-13

A Quiet Place is a very unique style of horror, it’s about a
family trying to survive without saying anything because
even making the slightest noise can get them killed. The
movie is very unique because in other horror movies you
hear the characters talking and screaming but this movie
changes it up and makes it stand out a lot by getting rid of
talking and any sound in the movie and using sign
language instead.
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SCARY MOVIES
The Shining
Directed by Stanley Kubrick.
Released in 1980 Age rating 15
The Shining is about a family who move to an isolated
hotel. Jack, begins to lose sanity in the film, which
affects his family. This is a great way of showing the
audience how being isolated somewhere can make
someone lose their minds and how it can affect them.
This movie is a psychological horror film adapted from
Stephen King’s 1977 novel.

Birdbox
Directed by Suzanne Bier
Released November 12th 2018. Age rating 15
Five years after an ominous unseen presence drives
most of society to suicide, a survivor and her two
children make a desperate bid to reach safety. This is a
great Netflix watch for those who love a thrilling horror
movie.
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GREEN SCHOOLS FLAG RAISED!
Continuing the Villiers School tradition of achieving the
Green schools flags, this year we are working on achieving
the Biodiversity flag from Green Schools. The TY
environment and green schools committee in Villiers have
been advertising the Biodiversity flag throughout the school
by making poster competitions and also suggestion box
competitions for the 1st,2nd and 3rd Form groups . We have
also set up surveys for the 1st and 2nd Form groups to test
their knowledge on biodiversity eg. what is biodiversity
and how does it affect our day to day life. That has been
started before midterm and we will also be doing the survey
again with 1st and 2nd years at the end of the school year to
record the progress in their knowledge about biodiversity
throughout the school year.

On Friday the 2nd of October the school raised the biodiversity green
schools' flag. This follows all the hard work that the TY environment
class has done over the last two years.
The TY environment class from last school year couldn’t complete all the work they
needed to on getting the biodiversity flag because of the covid-19 lockdown in midMarch. So, the work was continued into lockdown and finished in the beginning of
the next school year. But one of the boys from that class did a biodiversity project.
His project was in An Taisce Green Schools website. Last year Ms. Carswell's TY
environment did the transport flag, where students had a free cycling lesson. During
lockdown the students took and sent in pictures of plants and species for a project.
Previously, in 2018 the school's green schools' group made a seeded, recycled path
for a bug hotel amongst many, many other things to ensure that we are all aware of
our responsibilities to our world.
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A HISTORY OF HORROR

Throughout human history, many different forms of expression have captured our
imagination over the ages, books, songs, movies, art, video games In
etc.all of these forms
of media there have been many genres, but few have as long a history as the horror
genre. Horror is easily one of the most common genres in mediaas
, well as being quite
possibly the most interesting, as it has changed so much for a variety of reasons
throughout history, particularly in recent times and for its unique sub-genres such as
gothic horror or science fiction. Before we start, I must mention that I will be discussing
the horror genre only. I will briefly discuss how horror has impacted other genres, but my
focus will be on the genre itself.
Horror as a theme can trace its route all the way back to our earliest days. Back then,
sickness was viewed as punishment from the divine, disappearances were explained as
the work of evils in the darkness. However, these weren’t exactly stories of the horror
genre either. They incorporated a lot of horror elements because back then there were a
lot more things to be afraid of. Times were much scarier back then (as an aside, just
because a story is scary doesn’t qualify it as a horror story) and these songs represent
that. The modern-day horror genre that we know today weren’t properly created until 1764
when an English author, Horace Walpole, wrote The Castle of Otranto; widely accepted in
the literary world as the novel that
spawned the modern Horror genre.
The Victorian Era was the first time horror started to become popular. For the lowly
proletariat working 12-16 hours a day, life was boring, dull and uninteresting. One of the
few distractions back then were magazines. Cheap and sold locally these
magazines were incredibly popular and would contain short stories of different
genres, one of the most common was horror. Spring-Heeled Jack, Sweeney Todd,
Jack the Ripper. All these infamous figures were berthed from these magazines.
The thrill, dread, excitement and anxiousness stood in contrast to the
dull monotonous daily life of the working class.
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A HISTORY OF HORROR

It was also during this time that the Gothic sub-genre exploded. Many of the books
released during this time would almost spark of their own genre, such as Bram
Stoker’s Dracula and Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein or The Human Prometheus. These
works would establish many core concepts, themes and ideas such as the
human-monster with Victor Frankenstein, traveling to an unfamiliar, foreign
unnatural place, people joining forces to take down the main villain and the
many different presentations and perspectives. For example, in Dracula,
the story is told through many different diary entries by characters. In the
early 19th century, a man named H.P. Lovecraft would release many
works in magazines most notably The Call of Cthulhu in 1928. This work
and others would popularise the cthulhu mythos and the cosmic horror sub-genre.

With the introduction of the film industry in the early 20th century horror
get a whole new audience. As early movies were in black and white, they
naturally looked weird and abnormal. They were also very experimental, as film
was new and companies were trying to understand what people liked and didn’t
like,
horror was no exception. Some of the more notable movies of this time
were Nosferatu (1922), the Universal Dracula (1931) and Frankenstein
(1931) movies. With the increase in technology and advent of colour in the
mid 20th century, horror movies would undergo surprisingly little change
early on. The new colour horror movies were very similar to their earlier
counterparts. This period, in the early 1900s, would be remembered as the
'golden age' of horror films.In fact, most of the notable horror movies of this period
would be in black and white, such as Psycho (1960) directed by
Alfred Hitchcock, and Night of the Living Dead (1968) directed by George
Romero.
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A HISTORY OF HORROR

But all this would change in 1978 when American director John Carpenter gave the world
MichaelMyers in Halloween. Though not the first of its kind, that being Black
Christmas (1974), Halloween popularise the slasher sub-genre, quite
possibly the most recognised genre of horror movie. These new horror movies were very
different to their predecessors. The appealed to the teenage and young
adult demographic by casting attractive young actors and by setting the story
in corresponding environments such as schools, summer camps and house parties.
Instead of a long, grandiose plot with far of, foreign settings and exaggerated
performances, the plot is much simpler, usually just revolving around a monster killing
attractive teenagers, a realistic modern setting, making the viewer feel vulnerable and
the acting is less hyperbolic and more grounded and understated. The slasher would
continue as the one of the most common type of horror movie, even to this day. Also, in
the late 70s we saw the release of Alien, recognised today as one of the best and most
influential movies of all time. Alien created the space-horror sub-genre still very much
alive today.

Finally, we come to video games. You may ask, “Why would I discuss video games in
History of the horror genre?”, it’s because I believe that the relationship between vi
games and the horror genre is the most progressive, as over the years it has chan the
most, more than the film industry even. Similarly, to books horror in games didreally
exist early on. When technology was in its infantile state horror was used atheme or tone,
such was the case with games such as the Castlevania series, GhostGoblins and others.
They played like traditional Action-Adventure games but took a horror approach to
graphics,enemy design (your foes being monsters like zombies, mummies, skeletons,
etc.).The first true horror game was a Japanese game called Sweet Home, released in
1989 by Capcom, who would later release Resident Evil in 1996. This game would start
the survival horror genre still popular today. In 1992 Alone in the Dark would be released
and would revolutionise the horror genre completely. It emphasised running rather than
fighting back, just like the horror films of old. It was three dimensional, allowing a
greater sense of exploration. It’s story and soundtrack invoked a sense of higher
intelligenmaking you feel small and hopeless. Resident Evil would later refine the cracks
found Alone in the Dark and would add a George Romero “Of the Dead” vibe with
zombies and you fighting back.
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A HISTORY OF HORROR
Fast-forward to modern times and the Horror genre in is still around today.
Horror novels are still popular today, many of them Horror and Thriller hybrids,
using features from both. Horror has also mass appeal to children with works
such as the Goosebumps series. Thanks to streaming platforms, people can
browse almost all the different types of Horror movies out there, from old
classics to modern slashers. Recent Horror movies are very diverse and are made
by many different companies. Indie Horror (Indie means not published by an
established studio such as Universal) is usually very experimental and unique
and has really taken of thanks to movies such as The Blair Witch Project (1999)
and streaming platforms such as Netflix and Shudder.
Major Horror releases from Hollywood have had mixed opinions among the
general audience. Their new films are either remakes of the classics or “original”
films which are so tropey, uninteresting and generic, and they are hardly scary,
relying on cheap jump scares to frighten the audience. That said not all major
Horror films released recently are all bad. Some such as The Lighthouse (2019),
directed by Robert Eggers, still show the industry still has its creative spark, with
its unique setting and old-fashioned presentation. It all comes down to personal
preference. Horror games are incredibly popular today due to the indie market,
which allows for infinite experimentation of the genre by small teams.
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TY STUDENTS START OFF YEAR
WITH LOUGH DERG HIKE
The TY students (class of 2023) went on a hike The walk follows the River Shannon and its
on the 14th of September, a week after our first
canals north west to the lake port of
day back. We walked from Villiers School,
Dromineer. Throughout the Lough Derg Way
through Limerick City and towards Clonlara,
has a riverbank, canal bank, forest track, an
before stopping and walking back. This hike is old roadway and minor roads. Along this path,
a part of Shannon’s Lough Derg Way; which
there are nice, small villages and heritage
travels from Limerick City to Dromineer, Co
towns, with welcoming pubs, restaurants and
Tipperary. While a few TY activities have had to
other services and facilities.
be postponed this year due to restrictions
during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we
were able to go on this hiking trip as long as
social-distancing was observed and we wore
face masks. A date is yet to be specified when
we will continue on their hike.
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2 DIY HALLOWEEN COSTUMES:
Bat Halloween costume step by step:
Start by getting an umbrella.
Next open the umbrella.
Then get scissors and cut the umbrella in half.
Next get a black hoodie.
Then get fabric glue and stick the umbrella halves underneath the arms.
You then cut the umbrella halves to the shape you want.
Once the wings of the bat are complete, start on the ears.
Get two A4 pieces of black paper and cut them out as ears.
Then use the fabric glue once again to stick them on the hood of the hoodie.
After all these steps you should have a great DIY bat costume.

DIY cactus Halloween costume:
Start by getting a green t-shirt.
Next get white pipe cleaners and bend them in half almost like a V.
After this get fabric glue and glue them on all over your t-shirt.
Next get pink crepe paper and make a flower.
Then glue on the flower on the shoulder of your green T-shirt.
To make the headband get 2 pieces of green paper double them up and cut
a cactus shape out of the paper.
Then glue these back to back onto the headband and decorate with a white
pencil and then add a small flower on the top.
After this pair with brown or tan jeans and enjoy!
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SHORT STORY
Spiritual Echo:

I swing my lantern around, the candle inside
sputtering madly, quickly flickering it’s
annoyance at my sudden movement.

Five more minutes of my life gone, my heart is
in my throat, a small lake forming in my eyes.

I could’ve sworn I saw-

Everyone said you’d be here, so where are
you?

But then again, the fog is intense. It lays
upon the woods like a smothering blanket, I
could misinterpret anything I see here, but,
of course, anything could be hiding in this
mist.
A shadow to my left, I bring the lantern back,
guiding it to the source of the shadow. Letting
out a sigh of relief when a cat peers back at me
before darting back into the underbrush.

As the moments pass, I try to occupy myself
with thoughts of Halloween, what I had
planned, what can’t be done. But they are
broken quickly, scattered into a million birdsmigrating south with all the rest. A light in the
distance, an ethereal, blue light.
Yours.

Standing up I brush the dirt from my skirt,
squinting my eyes to see if it’s really you. And
Where are you?
it is. My heart soars as I run forward leaping
Shivering, I bring the lantern closer to me, careful into your arms, you drop your light, laughing.
not to get my sweater caught in its fiery gaze. I
I bring you to my spot, and you laugh when
resist the urge to sit down; the cogs in my brain you see my lantern. Always the old fashioned
working overtime, sending spikes of adrenaline
one, aren’t I?
through my body.
We drink hot cocoa and pie, you catch me up
Before long, the fog starts seeping through the
on the spirit world, I tell you all about my
holes of my sweater; gusts of wind threaten to
life here, oh how different it is!
put out the flame I hold so close to me, sheltering
it at a safe distance. I shake out my legs, easing We talk for hours, and I know we both dread
the moment when the connection closes in
my brain enough to allow me to drop the bag
two days on November 1st. Only two days to
from my fingers.
talk to you, how cruel the world can be, we
used to talk every day, every night, but ever
I thought you’d be here…
since that day, we’d always have to wait
Another few seconds feel like an eternity, it’s
until Halloween.
only been five minutes but already my heart
Never mind that, for the next two days I
sinks into despair. I join the bag on the floor,
resist sleep, I can’t spare one second without
sinking my head into my hands.
you, we don’t have much time at all but at
After a while. I take out the pie I had baked,
least we have more time than some people.
already going cold. I unwrap it from its
I tell you all about the pandemic, the
aluminium bounds, prising it out of its tin and on
a plate. Taking my knife out, I cut the pie into adventures I had before it struck, Christmasyou used to love that…
eight equal sectors and wait.
(Continued.)
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You tell me about your friends in the spirit world, how
the spirits are handling the divide between the “good”
spirits, “evil” spirits and the spirits in limbo. How
incredible it sounds, one day I’ll be there, with you. Isn’t
that exciting?
But as dawn breaks on the 1st of November, we wave
our good byes. My heart clenching in my chest. A whole
year. 12 whole months until I get to see you again. We
both start crying, I didn’t know you could cry, but you
are, whole rivers of tears.
We wait a few moments, hugging each other, holding
onto each other as if our lives depended on it. And then
the sun sweeps you away.
I fall to the forest floor, clutching the lamb and the jar
you gave me when I was 4. You were always fascinated
in witch craft, in spirits. And now you’re one of them,
how ironic.
My vision wavering, I collect the picnic I had brought for
us, my stomach grumbling, and with one look at the
mist seeping away from behind me I whisper,
“I’ll see you next year sis.”
And I walk back home, cradling my lamb all the way.

By: Rowan Beddows

